
3 REASONS YOU SHOULD
START YOUR AMAZON FBA

STORE TODAY!
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While many brick-and-mortar businesses have unfortunately

suffered over the last 18 months, selling on Amazon is

exploding. In fact, as a 1.6 trillion-dollar company, they would

currently be the 14th richest country in the world!

According to Jungle Scouts “State of The Amazon Seller” 2021

report where they surveyed nearly 5,000 sellers...they found that

85% of Amazon sellers are profitable!85% of Amazon sellers are profitable!

Amazon generated a record breaking 365 billion in revenue365 billion in revenue

last year,last year, and even in 2021 they had a 200% rise in profits in a

single quarter. And it’s projected to more than double within 4

years.

74% of all consumers start on Amazon, which means people

come to Amazon to buy, not browse.come to Amazon to buy, not browse. They are looking to

check prices, read reviews, and make a purchase.

Nearly 50 cents of every retail dollar in America is spent on

Amazon. Proving even more that convenience is king.

And as a new Amazon seller you get to “borrow” Amazon’s

built-in trustbuilt-in trust and sell to 300 million customers who are looking

to order your product at the click of a button!

Amazon is the world's largest ecommerce search engine, seeing

nearly 3 billion visits per month.3 billion visits per month. With tens of millions more

coming as internet connection is expanding worldwide.

Plus along with selling locally, you can now sell on Amazonyou can now sell on Amazon

U.S.U.S. (the largest Amazon marketplace) even if you don’t live

there! The possibilities are endless.

That’s why even with all the uncertainty happening throughout

the world right now…

Selling on Amazon has become one of the most protectedmost protected

businesses businesses in unpredictable times.in unpredictable times. It’s a safe business

decision to “bet on Bezos”.

BUILD A REAL BRAND 
YOU CAN SELL...DON’T SELL 

“COPYCAT PRODUCTS”

And after working with tens of thousands of beginning

entrepreneurs, we’ve seen first hand that when it comes to

selling on Amazon...

What you sellWhat you sell makes all the difference.

That’s why nailing your productnailing your product right from the start is the key

to quickly winning on Amazon.

Yet many people are still unknowingly led astray by following the

advice of some self-proclaimed “guru” who succeeded one time

with one product in one niche.

These new entrepreneurs then spend money they can’t waste

and end up selling “copycat products”“copycat products” which allow even the

laziest of competitors to knock them off practically overnight.

What they sell is nothing different than anyone else and it

certainly isn’t a legitimate brand which could be acquired for 7-

figures like Melisa’s have.

CONSULTED OR 
PARTNERED WITH:

FEATURED IN:

THE PROVEN STEP-BY-STEP SYSTEM
BEHIND $20,000,000 IN AMAZON

PRODUCTS SALES

For the first-time ever, you’re about to see a simple step-by-

step system responsible for more than $20,000,000 in$20,000,000 in

Amazon product sales (and counting)…Amazon product sales (and counting)…

The exact system which helped a first-time “never done this

before” Amazon entrepreneur, launch a completely new and

unknown product…

...and do $30,000 in the first month and $1,000,000 in the first

year!

Here are the sales from Melisa's first business Namskara that

generated $30k in it's 1st month and $1m in it's first year for a

product sold for $12.

A proven framework that turns random product ideas into

legitimate multi-million dollar brandsmulti-million dollar brands which are then sold

for a profitable exit just a few years later.

One even being sold for millions of dollarssold for millions of dollars just 3 and half

years after it was started!

Because while many people have had “one off” successes on

Amazon, this is a proven step-by-step system that’s worked

multiple times in multiple niches.multiple times in multiple niches...all on Amazon.

It’s a repeatable system that works even if you're a totalworks even if you're a total

beginner,beginner, because you’ll sidestep all the “copycat product”

competition that’s so rampant on Amazon…

And right from the start be selling in-demand, profitable

“PRIME products” instead of ones that can be knocked off by

even the laziest of competition.

Now you too get the rare chance to “copy” this 20 million-dollar

selling system and shortcut your way to building a wildly

profitable Amazon business that funds your dreamfunds your dream

lifestyle…lifestyle…

All while one of the smartest companies in the world does all

the “hard work” for you!

Because yes, when you sell on Amazon FBA, they do much of

the hard work for you!

At the click of a button you’re tapping into a global, trillion-dollar

sales infrastructure which allows even beginning entrepreneurs

to generate massive profits in such little time.generate massive profits in such little time.

That means you’re “building with Bezos”“building with Bezos” and get to instantly

leverage all of Amazon’s industry leading operations, team, and

technology.

You don’t need to have existing customers.

Amazon has 300 million with credit cards already stored.

You don’t need to build a complicated website.

Amazon is the best shopping platform in the world.

You don’t need to worry about storage or shipping.

Amazon has FBA “Fulfillment By Amazon”.

You don’t need to deal with customer service or returns.

Amazon has a 24/7/365 global customer service network.

You don’t even need to master Facebook ads, email

marketing, working with influencers, or worrying about posting

on social media!

What this means is that as an entrepreneur, you get to pour

your heart, soul, and energy into doing the one thing that

entrepreneurs love to do…

JUSTIN MILLER,

FOUNDER OF GOLD CITY SHOP

Thanks to Melisa’s help, I was able to

source better suppliers which allowed me

to sustainably scale my new brand from 0

to 7 figures in just 1 year. Her expertise

and knowledge is truly invaluable to

anyone trying to start or scale an e-

commerce business.

YOU HANDLE THE PRODUCT,
THEY HANDLE THE REST

….BEING CREATIVE
AND FINDING THE RIGHT

PRODUCT TO SELL!

And right now with what’s happened over the last year and

a half…

With the new online shopping habits of millions around

the world, and the explosion of Amazon, which even

surpassed Walmart in sales for the first time in history...

Selling on Amazon has become one of the most in-in-

demand, scalable, and hands-off “business in ademand, scalable, and hands-off “business in a

box” opportunitiesbox” opportunities ever available online.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS. 
HAVE MORE FREEDOM. 

BUILD YOUR DREAM LIFE.

Melisa's been living the dream. She can literally work from anywhere in the world, 

and enjoying mixing leisure with sourcing new products. She's been invited to talk about Amazon 

FBA & most importantly Jeff Bezos has paid for her house(s) and her Tesla (see image in the corner 

right).

And if you’re just starting out on your ecommerce

entrepreneurship journey...

Selling on Amazon doesn’t have to be all about building your

business as big as possible…

Instead you can build a dream businessdream business that also lets you live

your dream life.dream life.

One that can generate a full-time pay on part-time hours, is

100% location independent, and that provides “hands off”

monthly income after you’ve put some simple systems in place…

An income you can rely on, that’s only gotten stronger in thegotten stronger in the

face of a global crisis.face of a global crisis.

Plus it’s a business that (if you follow Melisa’s system) you can

build a legitimate asset to sell from the very start.build a legitimate asset to sell from the very start.

Meaning you not only can make a consistent monthly

income...but in 2, 3, or 5 short years from today, you can

potentially sell and “cash out”potentially sell and “cash out” for a life changing amount of

money. Just like Melisa has done multiple times.

Because this isn’t about escaping the rat race just to find

yourself in another cage.

It’s your chance to leverage the largest transfer of wealth online

and use it to completely redesign exactly what you want your

business and life to look like.

85% OF SELLERS ARE PROFITABLE

74% OF ALL U.S. CONSUMERS
START ON AMAZON

BILLION VISITS PER MONTH

AMAZON’S “BUSINESS
IN A BOX”
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2
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“THE PRIME

MELISA VONG
MELISA VONGSTART MASTERING

AMAZON FBA FAST!

SIGN UP NOW! A

This selling system is about “evergreen” principles that are

repeatable and reliablyrepeatable and reliably work, not short-lived tactics that work

today but not tomorrow.

And it has NOTHINGNOTHING to do with...

Because if you’re serious about building a real business...building a real business...

Why waste time and money selling a “copycat product” that

someone can knock off overnight, when you can instead invest

that same amount of time creating a legit, differentiated brand

you can ultimately sell?

Why risk building on top of a business model where you have no

competitive advantage and larger companies can undercut you

at any moment?

Or why risk following old and outdated advice that no longer

works with everything that’s changed over the last 18 months?

It might not be “overnight easy”, but it will certainly be worth it.

RETAIL ARBITRAGE:  Where you scour your local area for items

that you can sell on Amazon...but then you’re still trapped

trading your time for money.

WHOLESALING:  Where you buy products in bulk to sell on

Amazon. It’s dangerous because the “big players” can easily

undercut your margins and now many manufacturers are going

straight to Amazon themselves.

DROPSHIPPING:  Where you simply sell a “copycat product” that

gets knocked off. Plus you have to typically be world class at

Facebook ads to make this work well.

You’re about to discover the exact selling systemselling system Melisa Vong

has tested, refined, and perfected through more than

$20,000,000 of Amazon product sales.

This step-by-step process is distilled from her thousands ofdistilled from her thousands of

tests,tests, failures, and wild successes. She’s already done all the

hard work and sleepless nights so you don’t have to!

It’s an easy-to-follow repeatable system which combines

product selection AND brand creationproduct selection AND brand creation in the most

intentional, unique, and effective way we’ve ever seen for

beginning Amazon sellers.

She’s used it to launch more than 10 different Amazon brands…

And it helped her turn “everyday products” into multi-million

dollar brands which she then sold for millions just 3 years later.

Multiple times.Multiple times.

It’s a proven model that’s allowed her to make $30,000 in her$30,000 in her

first monthfirst month even as a total beginner.

LEARN HOW YOU CAN SELL ON AMAZON
FROM SOMEONE WHO’S STARTED,

SCALED, & SOLD 2X MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR AMAZON BRANDS

THE PROVEN SYSTEM FOR AMAZON SUCCESS WITH 
$20 MILLION-DOLLAR MENTOR, MELISA VONG!

SIGN UP NOW! A

WHAT THIS BREAKTHROUGH
SYSTEM IS NOT ABOUT...

HOW YOU CAN ACCESS THE
PRICELESS INSIGHTS BEHIND

$20M IN AMAZON PRODUCT SALES

SIGN UP NOW! A

javascript:void(0);


A PROVEN PROCESS FOR BUILDING MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR AMAZON BRANDS THAT SELL!

FIND YOUR PERFECT PRODUCT TO SELL:  You’ll quickly

know exactly what to sell on Amazon and how to position

it in a unique way so it stands apart from your

competition.

START TO SCALE PROVEN SYSTEM:  You’ll have an entire

start-to-scale proven system that takes you from product

ideas, sourcing, writing your Amazon listing and

everything in between.

AMAZON’S BUSINESS IN A BOX:  You’ll learn the “right

way” for leveraging all of Amazon FBA’s powerful

“business in a box” advantages so you can scale quickly.

COACHING FROM A 20M MENTOR:  You’ll get coaching,

guidance, and feedback from Melisa herself so you never

feel like you’re doing this all on your own.

WHAT’S WAITING
FOR YOU INSIDE

After massive successes and failures on Amazon, Melisa has

seen that selling the “right product” can make or break even the

best entrepreneurs. But especially when you’re first starting out.

Sell the “right” product and everything is easier.everything is easier.

You’ll have a much higher chance for success.

Sell the “wrong” product and everything is harder.everything is harder.

You’ll have a much higher chance for failure.

Which is why her “PRIME Product Method” is a 5 step

framework for nailing your perfect product...

P:   POSITIONING POTENTIAL:   You’ll have an easy-to-follow

framework for finding, analyzing, and positioning your potentialpotential

million-dollar productmillion-dollar product without feeling overwhelmed.

R:   RESEARCHING REVIEWS:  You’ll create a product that

instantly stands out from the competition and dominates the top

of search results by leveraging reviewsleveraging reviews like no else does.

I:   IN-DEMAND PRODUCT:  You’ll use a data-driven approach to

knowing if your product is “in-demand”product is “in-demand” and will actually sell

before ever ordering a single sample.

M:   MARGINS & PROFIT:  You’ll ensure that you can be

profitable right from the startprofitable right from the start by following Melisa’s “maximum

margin 

math” and avoid “profit sucking” products.

E:   EASY TO MAKE & SHIP:  You’ll have the convenience of

filtering for lighter, easier to make and ship products which don’tdon’t

require extra workrequire extra work or complications with your suppliers.

THE “PRIME PRODUCT METHOD” WORKS FOR
ALL KINDS OF DIFFERENT NICHES AND IDEAS.

And it works fast! You won’t need to waste time sifting through

possible ideas. This will help you laser in on exactly what is

most likely to work right from the start.

Plus it doesn’t require a massive budget or you to have any

previous Amazon experience to be successful. So even if you’re

a total beginner…

You can start on the journey today of building an Amazon store

that not only creates a monthly cash flowing product…

But creates a valuable brand you can actually sell whenever that

time is right!

It’s a lifelong brand building skillset! One you can monetize on

Amazon for decades to come.

CHRIS DELGADO, 
CO-FOUNDER OF NUTRI11

SHANE CONRAD, 
FOUNDER OF AMAZON FBA STORES

NIGEL SADEK, FOUNDER OF
BREATHE NATURALS

FOUNDR’S NO
GURU POLICY

Here at Foundr we have a strict “no guru policy”. It’s one that

we’ve had since Day 1 all the way back in 2013. We only work

with leading practitioners of their craft.

Foundr instructors must meet a stringent set of qualifications

in order to be able to work with us to create a course for our

community. One of them being that they must be an actual

founder who has built a successful business (oftentimes

multiple) in the exact field they will be teaching you in. We

allow zero fluff, zero theory, and zero bs.

So when you invest the time and money into a Foundr course,

you can be absolutely certain you’re learning proven content

from someone who’s done it before. It will work if

LEARN HOW 
YOU TOO CAN SELL
ON AMAZON NOW!

SIGN UP NOW! A

MELISA VONG
7-FIGURE AMAZON 

ENTREPRENEUR

M E E T  Y O U R  I N S T R U C T O R

MELISA VONG

Melisa Vong is a serial Amazon entrepreneur and the founder of 2x multi-million dollar

brands which she started from scratch, scaled, and then sold. Using what she now

calls her “Prime Product Method”...

She went from working a 9-5 selling cars at a car dealership, to making $30,000 in her

very first month on Amazon and quitting her job to pursue her new business full time

the very next month! A single successful product on Amazon allowed her to quit her job

and live the life of her dreams selling online.

That same brand (Namskara) which sells a variety of organic beauty products, would

also go on to do $1M in it’s first year and then get acquired in just a few short years.

Her second brand (Orphic Nutrition) was co-founded alongside former professional

soccer player Bryce Alderson. The company quickly scaled to millions in sales and was

acquired just after 3 years it was started.

Melisa now is proudly able to say “Jeff Bezos paid for my house!”...“Jeff Bezos paid for my house!”...

Everything changed for her by tapping into the power of Amazon FBA. Now you can

find out how she did and ask any question live on this masterclass!

“JEFF BEZOS PAID FOR MY HOUSE!”

COMPANIES MELISA HAS
FOUNDED & CO-FOUNDED

Founded Co-Founded

CONSULTED OR 
PARTNERED WITH:

FEATURED IN:

MODULE 1 MODULE 2 MODULE 3 MODULE 4 MODULE 5 MODULE 6 MODULE 7

MODULE 1:

STARTING YOUR SELLER JOURNEY

In this module you’ll lay the foundations for a successful

Amazon FBA brand. This ensures you start off the right way

and gives you everything you need to know before you get

going.

Lesson #1:Lesson #1: Welcome

Lesson #2:Lesson #2: What Is Amazon FBA

Lesson #3:Lesson #3: From Employee To Entrepreneur

Lesson #4:Lesson #4: Top 10 Things To Know Before You

Start

Lesson #4:Lesson #4: The FBA FAQ

Lesson #5:Lesson #5: Make A Plan & Profit

Lesson #6:Lesson #6: Intro To PRIME Product Method

Lesson #8:Lesson #8: The Truth About Startup Cash

AMAZON FBA IS CAUSING INSANE GROWTH FOR
ALL KINDS OF BUSINESSES

WHAT OTHER AMAZON FBA FOUNDERS SAY ABOUT MELISA VONG:

LEARN HOW
YOU TOO
CAN SELL ON
AMAZON NOW!

YOU REALLY CAN SELL YOUR
AMAZON STORE! IT’S ALL
ABOUT BUILDING A LEGIT

BRAND...

Amazon aggregators are in a buying frenzy. Which means

when you create a successful brand on Amazon, you’ll very

likely have deep-pocket buyers lining up at your door.

Thrasio for example, the largest acquirer of Amazon FBA

brands ever, has now raised more than$1 billion total in$1 billion total in

funding in 2021 alone!funding in 2021 alone! With more than 100 third-party

sellers acquisitions so far and countless more to come. Not to

mention other aggregator companies like Perch which has

raised $900 million to also acquire Amazon FBA brands!

ALREADY HAVE A SHOPIFY STORE?

If you already have a proven product that’s selling on your

Shopify store, then selling on Amazon is an absolute no brainer.

Because many people are most likely already searching foralready searching for

your product on Amazon right now!your product on Amazon right now!

This course will show you everything you need to know to get

your products on Amazon and build your store front the right

way. Selling on Amazon should be at the top of your priority list

if you already have a successful Shopify store.

THE ABILITY TO BUILD A
SUCCESSFUL AMAZON STORE
CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE IN 6

MONTHS

$30,000 in her first month and $1,000,000 in her first year.

That’s what Melisa was able to do using the exact system

inside Infinite Income on Amazon.

From full-time employee to successful online entrepreneur in a

matter of months!

With some hard work, the right blueprint, and guidance from a

proven mentor who’s been where you want to go...you canyou can

change your financial life in just 6 months!change your financial life in just 6 months!

Where else can you work hard for 6-12 months and set yourself

up with fairly “hands off” income for years to come while you

manage that business from anywhere in the world?

Let alone build a business you can sell!

JUST ONE PRODUCT COULD
EASILY CREATE A SIX-FIGURE
ONLINE INCOME ON AMAZON!

You don’t have to build your Amazon business on your own!

Now you could pay $10,000 to hire Melisa for a full day 1-on-1

consult…

And pay $1,500 to consult with Kian Golzari, who’s sourced

products for the NBA, Procter & Gamble, Google, Bed Bath &

Beyond, and is one of the world’s leading sourcing experts…

(who is a surprise guest instructor in this new program!)

Or even $2,500 to attend an event that contains just a fraction

of what’s in this course.

While all of this is helpful, it would just be bits and pieces, not a

whole system.

Or for just $1,997...less than $5.47 a dayless than $5.47 a day...

You can enroll in our breakthrough Infinite Income on Amazon

program, get training from all 3 of these masters above… And

get the content, coaching, and community you need to succeed

on Amazon and build a brand you can sell!

Plus you’ll have this business building skill for the rest of your

life.

While also being protected by our 365-day guarantee.365-day guarantee.

6 SIMPLE STEPS TO GET STARTED TODAY

Click the “Sign Up Now” button anywhere on this page.1.

Enter your billing details in our secure and encrypted

checkout portal.
2.

Open your welcome email & access your entire course

curriculum and bonuses.
3.

Begin building your Amazon brand knowing you’re protected

by our 365-day guarantee.
4.

Reach out to us anytime at support@foundr.comsupport@foundr.com with any

questions or comments.
5.

BY JOINING TODAY YOU’LL ALSO RECEIVE INSTANT 
ACCESS TO THESE 8 AWESOME BONUSES WORTH $1,997

FREE
BONUS 1

FOUNDR’S PRIVATE AMAZON
SELLERS COMMUNITY

Join your cohort inside this private Foundr community where you can get accountable, share your

progress, ask questions from the Foundr team and even network with other business owners.

Not only will you have a group of peers to support you along this journey, but you’ll be able to “pick the

brains'' of other smart entrepreneurs who are in the trenches building Amazon brands as well. Please

note that the Foundr team runs this group to support you in the course.

“THE PRIME
PRODUCT METHOD”

A PROVEN FRAMEWORK FOR FINDING &
CREATING PROFITABLE PRODUCTS THAT SELL

ON AMAZON IN ANY ECONOMY

Which is why we’re so confident this new Infinite Income on

Amazon course is truly unlike anything you’ve ever seen...

Because it has nothing to do with “copycat products”,

dropshipping, or anything like that.

But instead it shows you a NEW & DIFFERENT WAY for

finding and creating profitable products using private

labeling, the #1 most proven approach for Amazon sellers.

The OLD WAY of private labeling was simply slapping a label

across some generic item...

The NEW WAY (The PRIME Product Method) is about using

Melisa’s own set of “$20M sales tools” to create unique, in-

demand, branded products that are not only hard to “knock

off”...

But which help you quickly turn private label products into

powerhouse brands you can sell!

It’s a way for you to leverage the powerful private labeling

strategies used by brands like Nike, Target, and Costco’s

Kirkland Signature which does over 39 billion per year in

private label sales.

SIGN UP NOW A

PRIME PRODUCT 
METHOD EXPLAINED:

THE EASIEST WAY TO KNOW 
WHAT TO SELL ON AMAZON
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FREE
BONUS 2

6 LIVE INTERACTIVE CALLS

To ensure you get started on your Amazon journey the right way, you’ll have 6 live interactive calls with

Melisa where she’ll answer your questions, help you choose your product, and provide any additional

insights you might need.

Melisa normally charges $1,000 for a 1-on-1 call, but these are included totally free with your investment

today.

FREE
BONUS 3

SUPPLY CHAIN MASTERY WITH
KIAN GOLZARI

You’ll never look at supply chain again after learning from Kian Golzari, one of the world’s leading

sourcing experts.

Kian’s sourced over 2,500 different products for brands like the NBA, Proctor & Gamble, Amazon, The

Olympics, Tesco and Bed Bath & Beyond. He’s also visited more than 500 factories and lived and worked

in China for 9 years!

In this special bonus he shows you exactly what you need to do to ensure your supply chain is strong and

efficient no matter what’s going on in the world. Plus so much more! Also included totally free with

Infinite Income on Amazon.

FREE
BONUS 4

OUTSOURCE & SCALE

You’ll also receive instant access to Melisa’s new Outsource & Scale training. This gives you all the ready-

to-go templates so you can free up your time by outsourcing your Amazon business tasks and scale

more easily.

FREE
BONUS 5

THE HOW TO SELL YOUR BRAND FORMULA

Discover how to sell your brand just like Melisa has! You’ll learn how to “build to sell” from the very

start, the best place to find buyers, and exactly what they’re looking for.

This alone could end up changing your life, but it’s included completely free when you join today.

FREE
BONUS 6

MELISA’S EXCLUSIVE SOP LIBRARY

Use Melisa’s own library of standard operating procedures for some of the most important aspects of

your business. From removing negative seller feedback, to filing copyrighted works, and everything in

between, Melisa walks you through all the details so you’re never left guessing.

FREE
BONUS 7

PROTECT YOUR BRAND

Protect Your Brand shows you how to protect your listing from potential hackers, what to do if your

product isn’t selling, and includes Melisa’s own advice of what she did when someone tried to steal her

own brand!

$1,997 FREE
BONUS 8

INFINITE INCOME ON AMAZON 2-FOR-1 LICENSE (RETAILS AT
$1,997)

Since we know how important it is to have business partners or team members on the same page

when selling on Amazon… We’re giving you a 2-for-1 license that allows you to invite your business

partner or team member to join you in the training and bonuses absolutely free!

JOIN INFINITE INCOME ON
AMAZON TODAY

YOUR     TURN

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do I need to quit my job?

No, you don’t need to leave your job. In fact, we highly suggest you don’t until you get enough income from your

Amazon store so you can make the switch smoothly without putting your family and lifestyle at risk. You can get

started with as little as a few hours a week, and scale up from there as you build confidence. But starting - even if

it’s a small step - is key.

Note: Melisa worked full time when she was launching her first business. You can, too. There’s no need to take

unnecessary risks.

Can I sell on Amazon U.S. even if I don’t live in the U.S.?

I’ve seen other Amazon courses, what makes this one so different?

What exactly is Amazon FBA?

Has Amazon become too crowded for new entrepreneurs to succeed?

What if I already have a Shopify store?

What’s the difference between this and your Start & Scale course?

Do I have to order products from China?

Do I need a lot of money to get started?

Will there be plenty of examples to illustrate the points?

What if I need extra support beyond the course?

Why is it worth the investment?

How long will it take to do the course?

What if I get busy and fall behind?

Is there a payment plan available?

How soon can I start once I have access to the course?

How does your refund policy work?

OUR   TURN   YOUR TURN
YOUR TURN

SIGN UP NOW! A

NOW IT'S
YOUR TURN!

HERE’S WHAT JUST SOME  
OF OUR STUDENTS HAVE TO SAY…

Based on 100+ Reviews

WE ARE TRUSTED BY THOUSANDS AROUND THE WORLD

“I'm so impressed”“I'm so impressed”

I’m so impressed with Foundr. Instagram

Domination is an amazing program. I am in  

awe of the quality of the content, the fact  

that it is not just theoretical, its backed with  

real  life proof , is practical and actionable.

Thank you Nathan Chan! Im so impressed  

with Foundr. Instagram Domination is an

amazing program. I am in awe of the quality  

of the content, the fact that it is not just

theoretical,  its backed with real life proof,   

is practical and actionable.   

Thank you Nathan Chan

Bernadette Janson

“Owner of 8 figure business and  “Owner of 8 figure business and  

wouldn't go to war without Foundr”wouldn't go to war without Foundr”

Long term subscriber to Foundr have   

engaged in a number of their courses and

naturally a reader of their online content and

magazine. My organisations have grown

exponentially over the past 3 years and it is   

no coincidence during this period my team  

have eaten everything up that Foundr has to

offer. Start and Scale course and Sabri's   

course are the two standouts for me. Cant

recommend enough, Foundr is a must have  if

you really want to hustle in biz.

Rory Boyle

“The courses are some of the“The courses are some of the

best on the web”best on the web”

Hugely impressed by all of the brilliant  

content that Foundr continues to creates and

share. The courses are some of the best on 

the web and the magazine itself is so 

brilliantly put together. Top quality content  

and teachings all round.

Sue Hay

FOUNDR MAGAZINE. LEARN FROM SOME OF THE GREATEST ENTREPRENEURS OF OUR GENERATION.

WHAT YOU’LL GET WHEN YOU TRY 
INFINITE INCOME ON AMAZON TODAY

7 Easy-To-Follow Training Modules

61 In-Depth Video Lessons

8+ Hours of Proven YouTube Ad Content

Professionally Produced Workbook

8 Exclusive Bonuses worth $1,997

365-Day Guarantee

Foundr 24/7 Customer Support

PLUS FREE 
EXCLUSIVE BONUSES

FULL DIGITAL COURSE ACCESS

4 X US$597
4-MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN

Access to the entire course

Professionally produced

follow-along workbooks

8x additional bonuses

SIGN UP NOW A

PLUS FREE 
EXCLUSIVE BONUSES

FULL DIGITAL COURSE ACCESS

US$1,997
1 SINGLE PAYMENT

Access to the entire course

Professionally produced

follow-along workbooks

8x additional bonuses

SIGN UP NOW A

PLUS IT’S ALL BACKED BY OUR  
365-DAY GUARANTEE

We do NOT guarantee you’re going to make any specific amount of money here. How much you make

is entirely up to how much you apply, and how much effort you put in.

However, we are so confident that “Infinite Income on Amazon" has the power to change your life…

that we’re offering you a 365-day Guarantee.

Our 365-Day Guarantee gives you a full year to try out the course, risk-free. We are so confident that

you will get results that we give you an entire calendar year to complete the course and implement the

teachings. And if you’re not PUMPED with your results within a year despite doing the work, we’ll give

you a full refund. For full details of our policy, please read the section “Refund Policy – "How To

Master YouTube Ads" in the Terms & Conditions page.

SO PLEASE DON’T HESITATE – TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR SPECIAL OFFER BEFORE  IT EXPIRES.

SIGN UP NOW! A

NOW IT’S
YOUR TURN!

YES! SHOW ME HOW TO
START SELLING ON AMAZON

A

ABOUT US

Foundr is a global media and education company that connects millions of

 people every month with some of the most successful living

entrepreneurs of our generation. Entrepreneurs such as Richard Branson,

Arianna Huffington, Mark Cuban, Tim Ferriss and many  more. Foundr

breaks down their  strategies and experiences into actionable, battle-

tested content through magazines, podcasts, videos, blogs, and online

courses — so that you too can start, build, and grow a successful

business.

We only work with practitioners who  have built one or more successful

businesses. Our mission is to democratize entrepreneurial education and

bring it to the masses to help entrepreneurs build and grow successful

businesses and to create the future generation of entrepreneurs that drive

humanity forward.

COUNTRIES AROUND

THE WORLD

MAGAZINES FOLLOWERS PODCASTS

Aishah from Seven Hills, NSW

Recently Purchased Infinite Income on
Amazon!4 days ago  
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